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beautifully curated vintage
mismatched white and indigo
china - perfectly reminscent
of the British country and a
stunning accent to any table

crisp.

striking.

historic.

BLUE + WHITE
COLLECTION
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this collection is everything a
tea party should be made of -
perfectly pretty floral designs
expertly detailed with 24k
gold finishings. This is china
fit for the Queen - or for you.

frivolous.

fun.

classic.

VINTAGE FLORAL
COLLECTION
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a whimsical selection of
mismatched vintage china
colored in vibrant red hues -
this collection makes a
statement.

artistic.

vibrant.

memorable.

RED + GOLD
COLLECTION
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stunning simplicity laced with
regal details - this collection
of mismatched vintage china
is a wedding dream. 24k gold
plate designs, rims, or accents 
- absolutely  unforgettable.

timeless.

classic.

unforgettable.

WHITE + GOLD
COLLECTION
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Our china's favorite place to
be is on the table at your
special reception!

Rest assured, Dishie will take
care of everything on your
special day. Delivery, set-up,
pick-up, and washing is all
included as a part of our
rental service.

WEDDINGS &
DINNERS





Our mismatched vintage
china adds the perfect
element of surprise, sincerity,
and sweetness to any shower.
Show your special gal how
wonderful you think she is
with a table uniquely set just
for her!

Dishie LOVES showers and is
happy to offer package
pricing to our party hosts.

SHOWERS







Dishie Rentals adorns tables  at the most luxe of events,
but our a la carte pricing menu can truly accommodate any budget!

DISHES

dinner plate - $2.00
salad plate - $1.75

dessert plate - $1.50
bread & butter plate - $1.50

teacup & saucer - $3.00

PR I C ING

GLASSWARE

[$1.75 per piece]
champagne coupes
champagne flutes

crystal & glass
colored glass in every hue:

red|purple|amber|green|blue|smoke

FLATWARE

$1.25 per piece
vintage gold flatware

$1.00 per piece
vintage silver flatware

PRESENTATION ITEMS

gold acrylic chargers - $1.00
vintage cake stands - $5.00
tiered serving tray - $10.00

serving platters & bowls - $5.00
serving utensils - $1.50 per piece

*If you don't see your desired item listed here, that doesn't mean we don't have it!
We probably do! Contact us at sheena@dishierentals.com to be sure.



CONTACT

WWW . D I S H I E R E N T A L S . C OM

Sheena Grosshans
Owner & Chief Dishwasher

sheena@dishierentals.com
(321) 2-DISHIE or (321) 234-7443

*meetings by appointment only
310 E Anderson St
Orlando, FL 32803


